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Abstract:
Robots are being widely employed to perform surgical procedures for their high accuracy in manipulating
surgical instruments. In addition to remotely-controlled surgical robots such as the da Vinci surgical system,
one of the major directions of research and development in surgical robotics is to develop small, low-cost,
user-friendly, and easy-to-learn robot assistants that can collaborate with surgeons side-by-side in supportive
tasks like assistants. This talk will introduce our on-going efforts on development of assistive surgical robots
and present the latest solutions to the key technological problems, including customized design of extra-safe
surgical robots using compliant and safe joints, endoscopic image-based control for assistive surgical robots
to stably interact with soft tissues without knowing deformation models, and the friendly and easy-to-learn
multi-modal interface for facilitating interactions between hands-occupied surgeons and the robots. Two
robotic assistants and their experiments on cadavers will be demonstrated for handling endoscope in nose
and throat surgery and manipulating uterus in total laparoscopic hysterectomy, respectively.
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